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Note: Homework for Tonight
Install R Studio or R on your Computer

Works on Mac, Linux, Windows!

DataJoy isn’t free anymore for students =(

However, they made it free for this class!

I will send everyone an invitation to our group

You can still download ZIPs on DataJoy freely if you

want to use another environment.



If Statements

For Loops

Variables

Reading Files

*We’ll also see how to Write Files today

R Programming: Main Topics that we’ve saw so far 



Task #1: UCLA Graduate School - Filter only the Best Students 

University of California, Los Angeles publicly created a dataset of students with who applied to 
their graduate school.

Collected following features for each student:

GRE (Graduate Record Examination) examination score required to apply to graduate 
schools

GPA (Grade Point Average)

Rank (Rank at their School)

Student_ID (The ID for that Student)

Let’s admit all students with 3.7 GPA or higher by printing the Student ID of those students 

Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/569d60fd39dc02266e7b0277

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/569d60fd39dc02266e7b0277


Okay - let’s stop printing; start write this to CSV file.

We can distribute CSV files to colleagues, e-mail it to them. It’s a standard format

How would we write admitted students to our own CSV file?

We need to create an data frame object. 

Task #1: UCLA Graduate School - Filter only the Best Students 



R Data Frame’s: A Way to Store Tables in R

Okay - what is a data frame?: it’s just a frame (or table) of data

When we run:

data = read.csv(“filename.csv”)

R creates a data frame based on the contents of filename.csv and 
stores it into the variable called “data”

We also saw last class how to slice data frames (so we can do 
things like: “get the width of the fourth observation”).



Task #1: UCLA Graduate School - Filter only the Best Students 

This is how we would create our own R data frame:

Create a data frame (we must specify the type for each column):

● admitted_students = data.frame(student_number=Numeric, gpa=Numeric)

Add to a data frame:

● new_row = data.frame(student_number=2, gpa=4.0)
● admitted_students = rbind(admitted_students, new_row)

Write to a CSV file:

● write.csv(“my_file.csv”, admitted_students)



Task #1: UCLA Graduate School - Filter only the Best Students 

Okay... - that’s those operations seem useful. 

How would we modify the previous program to write the admitted students to 
admitted.csv?

Let’s work together on this one the board.

Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/569d75b61d2486f244a69393

 

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/569d75b61d2486f244a69393


Task #2: Compute total profit per day for a small store

Store managers at a small store track transaction sales.

You are given a file called “transactions.csv”

● transaction_date: Date of this transaction
● transaction_profit: Profit for this transaction only

This one is a little difficult. See next slide for the desired output.



Task #2: Compute total profit per day for a small store

transaction_date transaction_price

May 1st, 2016 12.42

May 1st, 2016 4.12

May 2nd, 2016 5.18

... ...

date total_price

May 1st, 2016 16.54

May 2nd, 2016 5.18

May 3rd, 2016 40.12

Your 
Program



Task #2: Compute total profit per day for a small store

Let’s do this together on the board.

Hint: We need nested-for loops (a for loop inside another one).

Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/569d81541d2486f244a69395

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/569d81541d2486f244a69395


Task #2: Compute total profit per day for a small store

Woops - that program is wrong.

Because multiple dates are written… wait - why are multiple dates written?

Okay - how do we check the data frame for column that we already saw?



Column Contains Operation with Data Frames
We can check whether a column has a particular value using the is.element function

Basically says: “if the COLUMN_NUMBER in data has Value, then proceed…”

How can we use this function to make sure that no duplicate dates are added?

Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/569d896d39dc02266e7b0279

This is very useful in your assignment!

if (is.element(Value, data[, COLUMN_NUMBER])){

       ....

}

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/569d896d39dc02266e7b0279


Task #3: Compute the Average Height
and Average Width by Species
Someone goes in a petting zoo and collects a bunch of animals

Let’s do this together again.

Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/569d91bc1d2486f244a6939c

width height species

21.19 12.42 cat

12.16 4.12 cat

43.23 5.18 mouse

... ... ...

species avg_height avg_width

cat 10.54 32.1

mouse 15.18 20.31

dog 44.03 30.11

... ... ...

Your 
Program

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/569d91bc1d2486f244a6939c
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We will use the caret package in R, which can be accessed as:
library(“caret”)

library function gives us access to functions from the specified library

The caret library is a data mining package and will give us the train and 
predict functions.

You must first load the caret library to access these functions.

You must first install this package by running this on the R console:

install.packages(“caret”)

How do we use KNN in the real-world with R?



How do we use KNN in the real-world with R?

The train function can be used to build predictive models.

“method” denotes the supervised data mining method to use
“x” denotes the feature vectors.
“y” denotes the labels.

This will train a model with KNN and K=2.

model = train(x=data[,1:4], y=data[,5], method = 'knn', tuneGrid=data.frame(k=2))



How do we use KNN in the real-world with R?

“tuneGrid” is the options settings that we want to use for this supervised 
data mining method.

R will look at your labels and automatically determine whether you are 
doing regression or classification.

Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/569da3e739dc02266e7b027e

knn_model = train(x=data[,1:4], y=data[,5], method = 'knn', tuneGrid=data.frame(k=2))

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/569da3e739dc02266e7b027e


How do we use KNN in the real-world with R?

The predict function can be used to predict with a predictive model.

“model”, the first argument: denotes the model to use
“newdata” denotes the unknown feature vectors (in a data frame)

Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/569da9cb1d2486f244a693a1

unknown = data.frame(width=321.0, height=21.1, tail_length=2.1)
predictions = predict(model, newdata=unknown)

print(predictions)

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/569da9cb1d2486f244a693a1


How do we use KNN in the real-world with R?

We can pass in entire unlabeled files to predict!
Remember read.csv creates a data frame!

Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/569daade39dc02266e7b0281

unknown = read.csv(“unknown.csv”)
predictions = predict(model, newdata=unknown)

print(predictions)

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/569daade39dc02266e7b0281


Visualizing the Effect of K
Remember - the choice of K describes the complexity of our predictive model

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5697b87a39dc02266e7b0258

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5697b87a39dc02266e7b0258


Visualizing KNN the Effect of K in the Real-World
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How do I know KNN works in the real-world?
We generate a function f(x) with KNN to solve either regression or classification

One of the supervised data mining problems

But,

Does this actually predict cancer?

Does this actually predict the stock market?

…

Question: How do we validate our predictive models?



Bad Models: Overfitting and Underfitting - Recap

Underfit models are models which are not complex enough such 
that they fail to work in the real-world

For example, consider a simple straight line which fails to capture 
any patterns in the data.



Bad Models: Overfitting and Underfitting - Recap

Overfit models are models which are too complex such that 
they fail to work in the real-world (obscure squiggly lines which 
hit every point - even noise).

Overfit models perform well on the training data (they are so 
complex that they hit every data point you give it!).

Overfit Models do not perform well in the real-world! 

But - it answers all the given questions correctly. Why not?

Let’s do this on the board.



Bad Models: Overfitting and Underfitting - Recap

Overfit models are created when you have too many noisy/outliers 
in your dataset. Consider, deformed cats in the petting zoo.

Deformed cats will ruin your predictive model and cause it to 
overfit!

Methods like KNN will think that these are “good” examples to build 
a model on!



Bad Models: Overfitting and Underfitting - Recap

Goal is to build a predictive model which is:

Complex enough to capture patterns

Not too complex to Capture Noise

We must choose K appropriately to build this model!



How do I know KNN works in the real-world?
Which one overfits and which one underfits?

  

                   K = 1,000                                                           K=1 



These are two extreme versions of models we could obtain.

Infinite amount of models with varying shapes

In KNN, model complexity is chosen by the number of 
neighbours (the K value)

We want to find a balance

Bad Models: Overfitting and Underfitting - Recap



Bad Models: Overfitting and Underfitting - Recap

We want to find the right balance of complexity:

We want to choose K correctly to avoid being affected by 
noise

While still capturing the underlying target pattern



Bad Models: Overfitting and Underfitting - Recap

How to pick the best K value?

We need to measure the performance of any given model

Pick the one which performs the best in the real-world.



Hold-out Validation: Splitting a Dataset in Two

We will split the data set in two parts

We will use one subset for training only.

The other subset we will “hold-out” for testing the predictive model 

With the testing set, we can evaluate how well this model performs 
bby comparing them with the known test values.



Hold-out Validation: Splitting a Dataset in Two

We usually split 75% for training and 25% for testing.

Let’s work through an example on the board.



Hold-out Validation: Measuring Performance
For Classification Problems (predicting categories):

We can count the amount of predictions that were correct

over all predictions (This is called “Classification Accuracy”)

For Regression Problems (predicting numbers):

We can compute the “Mean Absolute Error”

Shown by the formula to the right

Predicted Value

Actual Value



Hold-out Validation: Illustrated with R

We can take use the “sample” function in R to split between train and test

We can use the “confusionMatrix” function to display classification 
accuracy and other cool stats about the performance of our predictive 
model for the classification task.

Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/569e3aad39dc02266e7b0288

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/569e3aad39dc02266e7b0288


That’s all for Today
Remember to finish Assignment 1 by January 26th.

Office Hours on Mondays at 12:00pm to 1:30pm!

Feel free to ping me at kallada@cs.dal.ca if you have any questions.

mailto:kallada@cs.dal.ca

